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Non-typical omission crime of accomplice is crimes of Non-typical 
omission and crime of accomplice competing crime patterns, in one of the few 
domestic system. An omission in not as an accomplice of the theory involved 
and very broad in scope, given the complexity of multiple, this article focuses 
on Non-typical omission crime of accomplice of the theory as well as 
accomplices in reality the actual type is found. 
Currently without omission of the study is based on the omission of 
common crime overall in the discussions, there is no system for their research, 
expositions. Although there are some papers on common crime theory was 
discussed, but rarely in conjunction with the specific situation of our country, 
and ignoring the omission of complicity in the law, it is difficult to be impure 
common crime theory in its judicial role, particularly through more dependent 
on outside the theoretical discussion, is not conducive to the theory of reference. 
This article is divided into four chapters, the first chapter is impure introduction 
to the main exposition of crimes of Non-typical omission need clear basic 
concepts such as not to act, omission, accomplice, not as an accomplice, 
omission of complicity; chapter 2 is established of crimes of Non-typical 
omission, the main exposition of impure accomplices in the elements of the 
relevant theories including the subjective element of objective elements; 
chapter 3 analysis the type of crimes of Non-typical omission, in discussing the 
omission of elements of the theory of accomplices, the focus of China's judicial 
practice in many cases, typed essay on different types of omission of 
accomplices. Chapter 4 discus responsibility of crimes of Non-typical omission, 
analysis of impure accomplice typed up focus by omission constitute existence 
of complicity and a penalty. 
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2010 年 3 月 23 日早上七点半左右在福建省南平市文体路发生恶性伤人
事件，郑民生手持凶器一连伤害了 13 名小学生，最后造成了 9 死 4 伤的严
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